Dubuque Championships
Saturday, December 7, 2019
Chlapaty Recreation and Wellness Center
A.Y. McDonald Indoor Track

“BATTLE OF THE BLUFF”

Online registration at www.directathletics.com Results provided by www.accuractiming.com
DUBUQUE CHAMPIONSHIPS ENTRIES DUE: Wednesday, December 4, by 8:00PM
ENTRY FEE: $500/school

Meet Director: Chad Gunnelson 608.658.6538 cgunnelson@dbq.edu
Eligibility: Unlimited entries. INVITED TEAMS LIMITED to UD, Clarke & Loras.
No unattached entries. Exception – OPEN 3000M Run and UD students & alumni.
Scoring: Rule 7. Article 3. Individual events score 5-3-2-1. Relays score 5-3-0.
Scoring/Timing: All NCAA rules and recommendations will be followed.

SCHEDULE OF EVENT:
HEAD COACHES, please check-in at the timer’s table upon arrival to submit payment and scratches

SATURDAY, December 11, 2021
FIELD EVENTS
1:00PM MEN HIGH JUMP Followed by WOMEN
   WOMEN LONG JUMP Followed by MEN
   WOMEN POLE VAULT Followed by MEN
   MEN WEIGHT THROW Followed by WOMEN
   *WOMEN TRIPLE JUMP Followed by MEN after completion of LONG JUMP
   *MEN SHOT PUT Followed by WOMEN after completion of WEIGHT THROW

RUNNING EVENTS
2:00PM WOMEN 55M HURDLE PRELIM
2:10PM MEN 55M HIGH HURDLE PRELIM
2:20PM WOMEN 55M DASH PRELIM
2:30PM MEN 55M DASH PRELIM
3:00PM WOMEN 800M RUN
3:10PM MEN 800M RUN
3:20PM WOMEN 200M DASH
3:30PM MEN 200M DASH
3:40PM WOMEN 400M DASH
3:50PM MEN 400M DASH
4:15PM MEN 55M Hurdles FINAL
4:20PM WOMEN 55M Hurdles FINAL
4:30PM WOMEN 55M DASH FINAL
4:35PM MEN 55M DASH FINAL
4:45PM WOMEN MILE RUN
4:55PM MEN MILE RUN
5:05PM WOMEN 4x400M RELAY
5:15PM MEN 4x400M RELAY
5:30PM TROPHY PRESENTED TO THE DUBUQUE CITY CHAMPIONS
   Combined Men’s & Women’s team point high scorer